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Balé Folclórico da Bahia
**Brazilian Rhapsody**

Tonight’s performance will be approximately one hour and 30 minutes in length. There will be no intermission.

**Boi-Bumbá**
Choreography: Amélia Conrado
Music: Amazonian Folklore

**Xaxado**
Choreography: Amélia Conrado
Music: José Ricardo Sousa and Northeast Folklore

**Ginga**
Choreography: Rosângela Silvestre
Music: José Ricardo Sousa

**Maracatu Rural**
Choreography: Amélia Conrado
Music: Northeast Folklore

**Maculelê**
Choreography: Walson Botelho
Music: Bahian Folklore

**Samba de Roda**
Choreography: Walson Botelho
Staging: Walson Botelho and José Carlos Arandiba
Music: Bahian Folklore

**Capoeira**
Staging: Walson Botelho and José Carlos Arandiba
Music: Bahian Folklore

**Afixirê**
Choreography: Rosângela Silvestre
Music: Antônio Portella and Jorge Paim

**Samba Reggae**
Choreography: José Carlos Arandiba and the company
Music: From the songs of Bahia’s Carnaval

---

**Boi-Bumbá**
This work is drawn from the rich cultural background of the north and northeastern regions of Brazil, including Bahia. The plot unfolds in a mythical world filled with magical creatures: inhabitants of the forest, beings that live among miraculous herbs, and those in waters that flow to the edges of the world. Contrasted with these forces are the people from the northeast, with their playful natures, their rhythmic music, and their deep religious feelings. This background depicts the richness of the folklore of the native Brazilian population during the colonization of the country.

Within this magical setting, a simple plot unfolds based on the folk tale of a pregnant woman, Catirina, wife of a herdsman, Pai Francisco, who wants to eat the tongue of his master’s ox. When his deed is discovered, the herdsman is imprisoned. In an effort to save him, the powers of the Pajé, a supreme religious authority among the indigenous peoples, are used in an attempt to revive the ox. As the plot unfolds, the story takes on a frenetic pace; this is a world of madness in which one cannot distinguish where fantasy begins and reality ends. Among these characters, the portrayal of Cuñaporanga, the most beautiful aboriginal female of the forest, enhances the tale.

**Ginga**
This dance is a contemporary vision of all aspects of Bahian popular culture. The influence of African slaves, the Portuguese, and indigenous groups created a rich, mixed culture in which the stroll, the smile, the flirtation, the glance, the face, the voice, the skin, and the color of the Bahian people are unique in the world.

**Maracatu Rural**
A popular re-enactment of the procession for the crowning of the kings in Brazilian lands, this dance casts an ironic eye on the European influence on this particular ceremony as it, seemingly, mocks the pomposity of the 17th-century Portuguese royalty as they disembarked in their colonial realm.

Among the many characters that are portrayed in the Maracatu, the most prominent are those of the King and the Queen; the Lady of the Palaca with her Doll Calunga; the Banner Carrier, representing the origins of the parade; and the Caboclos de Lança, the civilized, pure-blooded indigenous Brazilians who play the role of ambassadors and protectors of the royalty and the nobility.
**Program Notes**

**Maculelê**
A dramatic dance that originated in the sugarcane plantations of Bahia during Brazil’s colonial period and was performed by the slaves to celebrate a good harvest. *Maculelê*, due to its potential for violence, was also used as a means of defense by slaves against their owners.

**Afirirê**
Meaning “Dance of Happiness” in Yorubá, a language of West Africa, this dance has influenced most of the cultural and religious celebrations in Bahia. It is an intoxicating blend of sound, color, and movement that displays the sensuality and spirit of the Bahian people.

**Samba de Roda**
This is the most popular dance and rhythm in Bahia. The *samba* first appeared in Brazil as an entertainment practiced by slaves during their leisure hours.

**Capoeira**
*Capoeira* is a martial art that originated in Africa and, during the colonial period, was brought to Brazil by slaves from Angola.

**Samba Reggae**
The most recent form of popular music to appear in Bahia, *Samba Reggae* is a mixture of Afro-Bahian rhythms such as *afixoé*, *ijexá*, and *samba duro* (with Caribbean influences). Paul Simon was the first mainstream artist to introduce this new music to the world when he performed and toured with the Bahian percussion band Olodum.

**About the Artists**

*Balé Folclórico da Bahia* was formed in 1988 by Walson Botelho and Ninho Reis in the city of Salvador in the northern Brazilian state of Bahia. The 38-member ensemble is the only professional folk dance company in Brazil. Since its first performances, *Balé Folclórico* has achieved considerable international success, particularly at France’s 1994 and 1996 Lyon Biennale de la Danse and in 1997 at the Sydney Festival and the Spoleto Festival USA.

The company has toured often throughout Brazil, and was named the best dance company in Brazil in 1990, 1993, and 1996 by the Ministry of Culture. Since its 1992 European debut in Berlin, the company has returned several times to Germany, France, Portugal, Sweden, Finland, and Denmark, among other countries. The group’s first tour of the United States was in 1996 and included New York, Boston, Washington (DC), Berkeley, Costa Mesa, Minneapolis, Cleveland, and several other major cities. Between 1997 and 2001, the group visited more than 180 cities on their North American tours.

The current tour presents a repertoire of authentic folkloric dances and music. The repertoire exhibits three main cultural influences on the Brazilian people: African, introduced through the slavery of the 16th century; European, introduced through 16th-century Portuguese colonization; and Indigenous, the culture of the native Brazilians.

This marvelous company, with its astounding dancers, musicians, and singers, represents the culture, traditions, beliefs, history, colors, music, and movements of the people of Bahia.

*Walson Botelho* (general director and co-founder) is a choreographer and former performer. Botelho graduated from the Federal University of Bahia with a degree in Cultural Anthropology. He has worked as a dance director at the Cultural Foundation in Bahia, as a production director for the Balé Teatro Castro Alves in Salvador, and as an assistant director, dancer, singer, and musician with the company Viva Bahia.

*José Carlos Arandiba* (artistic director) has been artistic director of the company since 1992. A former solo performer with the Contemporary Dance Group at the Federal University of Bahia, he is an internationally recognized teacher and director whose work has been seen on television in France, Germany, and Holland. He has also choreographed for several Europe-based companies.